Church/Organization: **MOUNT HOPE CEMETERY**  
791 Mount Hope Avenue  
Rochester, NY

Years of Operation: 1838 - present

Title: Plot Maps

**Note:** Use of Interment Indexes to locate the burial location is suggested to use these records fully. They are available at the University of Rochester website http://www.lib.rochester.edu/index.cfm?PAGE=3310

Interment locations at Mount Hope Cemetery are identified as:
- **Sections** (alpha): A - Y, AA, BB, MM (no J, Q, X, Z)
- **Ranges** (numeric): 1 - 10
- **Single Graves** and **Public Grounds** areas, **BB Single Graves**

**Interment location examples:**

- **Section** R, (lot) 85, N part
- **Range** 3, (lot) 36, SW¼
- **(old) Single Graves**, (row) 7, (grave) 68
- **Section** BB, (lot) 157 NE¼
- **BB (single graves)**, (row) 121, (grave) 42

Film Location: **MOUNT HOPE CEMETERY, 791 Mount Hope Avenue, Rochester, NY**

Date Imaged: March, 2009

Notes: Each folder contains a cemetery map & the applicable Section or Range Map with guide information showing headstones located at outside borders. Maps and accessibility to records courtesy of Mount Hope Cemetery.

Digitally photographed from original documents by: The Rochester Genealogical Society, Church Records Preservation Committee -
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